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broadcasts and its request for withdrawal 
of two Chinese consuls; Djakarta plans to 
insist that Peipin withdraw the consuls 

II. ASIA-AFRICA
t 

Indian naval visit to Indonesia next month 
will coincide with Dutch carriers arrival 
in West New Guinea; Djakarta expected 
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@ Guinea launches "crash" program to re~ 
cruit teachers abroad; education minis- 
ter asks US and British help to keep 
country from being "wholly dependent" 
on Soviet bloc. 

III. THE WEST 
@ Belgium threatens to recall ambassador 

from Cairo in protest against UAR 
broadcasts to Congo. 

Cuban regime plans to build new facil- 
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DAILY BRIEF 
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{_}\@P\ 1. THE COMMUNIST ‘BLOC 
. East Germany: _East German party members were 

visibly disappointed by Khru_shchev's 20 May speech in 
Berlin postponing the signing of a separate peace treaty 

%%%% 

with East Germany, Popular opinion in East Germany-- 
l \ 

-has been 
openly critical oFKhrushchev for wrecking tlge summit con- 
ference. "Middle-class elements," especially doctors, are 
said to be voicing great concern over the deterioration of 
relations with the West, fearin that travel and cultural con- 
tacts might be stopped. 1) 

Communist China - Indonesia: Peiping has rejected 
Djakart5Ps*request for the withdrawal of two Chinese con- 
suls as well. as its 21 M.ay note demanding.-anend to anti- 
Indonesian broadc st Radi P ' " dh 

//%/ 
a s over o eipmg, an as coun- 

tered with a protest note of its own,\
\ 

\ 

Djakarta, in turn, plans to reject

/ 

the new Chinese note and to inform Peiping that the two con- 
suls must be withdrawn no later than 31 May. 

As l?eiping-Djakarta relations continue to deteriorate, 
Chinese broadcasts have recently broadened their propaganda 
attacks im in that D akarta 1S su ressin anti-Dutch by ply‘ l 

' '

s 
demonstrations. (Page 2) 

11. ASIA-AFRICA 
India-Indonesia: Major elements of the Indian fleet will 

LL visit Indonesia in late June, and Indonesian naval units are 
likely to participate in exercises with-_ them. This visit, an
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extension of earlier Indian plans for exercises with-British-and 
Malayan naval units in Malayan waters, will coincide with the 
much-heralded arrival i.n Netherlands New Guinea of the Dutch 
carrier Karel Doormanand other naval units. Indonesia can 
be expected to play up the Indian visit as a demonstration.of 
friendship and su ort by another Asian power against "Dutch 

3) 

Laos: The escape from jail on_24 May of Prince Souphan= 
nouvong and - 15 lothér..-v1_eaders~:;.of- th-e:pros.Comi:mruiist-;Neot,Lao 
Sat party will give thevP’athet Lao insurgency movement a strong 
boost. Souphannouvong, the rallying point of anti-government 
"patriotic" elements throughout Laos, will probably try to go to 
the Pathet Lao command post, believed located in the Laos - 
North Vietnam border area. His escape will give the Commu= 
nists added leverage in their political and subversive efforts 
against the. government. and may be followed b a step-up in 
guerrilla warfare‘, 

\ 

‘(Page 4) 

H p 

Turkey :@‘he continued strict enforcement of the new and 
tighter martial law restrictions imposed on 22 May suggests 
that Turkish government officials remain seriously concerned 
over internal security despite their statements that the intern 
situationis now returning to normal. The government is still 
collecting information to "prove" that the opposition Republican 
People's party has abandoned "democratic procedures" in its 
drive for power. A group of junior army officers is reported 
developing clandestine communications and searching for lead- 
ership in preparation for possible future action against the gov= 
ernment_;] \(Page 5) 

Guinea: Guinea's education minister stated on 20 May that 
his government has embarked on a "crash" program to recruit 
teachers wherever possible, including the Soviet bloc This 

ow teaching in Guinea to leave after the current term. The 
education minister formally requested American and British 
assistance in the recruiting effort so that Guinea would not be- 
come "wholly dependent on the bloc." Earlier this year the 
USSR reportedly offered to provide. teachers, and a few Soviet 

from the decision by most of the 215 French nationals 

nationals may already be employed in Guinean 
(Page 6)
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ll I I. THE WEST 
_ __ Bel ium-UAR: The Belgian Government has threatened l 

to recalfi its ambassador from Cairo ii the UAR continues to 
assail Belgium in its Voice of Africa broadcasts to the Congo, 

if”
\ 

Radiobroadcasts from Cairo, whi_ch reach all countries of West 
and East Africa, have continued to include attacks on Belgian 
"imperialism" despite assurances from Egyptian officials that 
such attacks would be stopped. 

\ 

\(Page 7) 

Cuba: _The Castro regime informed the American Embassy 
on 23 May that it intends to build facilities at the entrance to the 
US Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay -to control _the entrance and 
exit of persons and vehicles. The embassy was informed that 
the purpose of this measure is "to capture the entirety of the 
dollars" earned by Cubans on the base. The 3,500 Cuban em- 
ployees at the base earn about $600,000 a month. The regime 
will require "documentation" of each Cuban employee, a measure 
that will permit tight controls over personnel there for political 
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purposes as well.
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East German Party Officials Disappointed at Khrushchev's 
Failure, to, Sign Separate Treaty 

- Khrushchev's announcement on 20 May that signature of a 
separate peace treaty with East Germany would be deferred 
imtil after another summit conference caused visible disappoint- 
ment to some 8,000 East German party officials, who shortly 
before had loudly cheered his remark that he would not wait 
much longer to sign a treaty. American officials in Berlin 
noted that even party boss Walter Ulbricht appeared some- 
what reluctant to accept the postponement. 

Subsequently, Ulbricht .-made sweeping demands for the 
elimination of Western troops and activity in Berlin. He 
called for the turnover to East Germany of control of access 
routes and the elimination of the Allied Travel Office and 
Allied military missions in Berlin and Potsdam. This was 
the most extensive list of demands concerning West Berlin yet 
presented by the Ulbricht regime. 

Another factor which may intensify the feeling of East 
German leaders that their claims to sovereignty are being 
sacrificed to the expecliencies of Khrushchev's policies was 
the USSR's releasing the American C-4'7 plane without insist- 
ing on participation of East German officials; , 

On the eve of Khr-ushchev's speech in East Berlin, many 
East Germans--including workers and intellectuals--were con- 
tinuing to express alarm and criticism over the breakdown of 
negotiations with the ‘West in Paris,\

\ 

\ 

Such criticisms, in one district, were 
attributed partly to doubts about the bloc's strength and partly 
to the fact that many people were listening to Western radio 
stations. Medical men in particular were greatly 
lest their contacts with West Germany be cut off. 
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§harp Eiichanges Heighten Sino-Indonesian Dispute 

In rejecting Djakarta"s request for withdrawal of two consuls and 
its demandfor an end to provocative broadcasts, Peiping has increased 
the intensity of the Sino-llndonesian dispute over the Overseas 
Chinese question, The Indonesian notes had protested interfer== 
ence by the consuls in the processing of Chinese desiring repatri- 
ation as a result of Indonesian a_ntieChinese legislation and had 
warned that a continuation of the broadcasts could seriously im=- 
pair Sino-Indonesian friendship. Peiping has countered with a 
protest note of its own. Djakarta, _-for its part, plans to reject 
the new Chinese note and to inform Peiping that the two consuls 
must be withdrawn no later than 31 May. 

The Chinese propaganda campaign has increased sharply in 
the past week}

\ 

Anti-Indonesian press articles have appeared almost daily, and 
a film depicting alleged lindonesianexcesses against Overseas 
Chinese is being‘ shown in mainland theaters. The Indonesians 
fear. that the film may be shown abroad to win support for the 
Chinese in the dispute. Peiping has broadened its propaganda 
attack in recent broadcasts by charging that Indonesian author»- 
ities have failed to take action following murders of Overseas 
Chinese and, -by distorting or reporting only partially Indonesian 
official statements, Peiping has implied that Djakarta is suppress; 
ing popular a.nti=Dutch demonstrations. The Chinese Communists 
have expanded charges of American instigation of anti-Chinese 
measures by contrasting Indonesian firmness in dealings with China 
withthe smoothness of lE>jakarta's relations with the US. _ 

Peiping intends its actions as continued pressure on Indonesia 
to moderate its treatment of Chinese, and Chinese Communist tac- 
tics may eventually include harassment of the Indonesian Embassy 
in Peiping, which-already reports increasing difficulties in having 
contacts with individual 'Chinese.\ 
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Ill. ASIA-AFRICA 

Indian Naval Visit to Indonesia Set for Late June 

New Delhi has announcedthat major elements of the In- 
dian fleet will visit Indonesia during late Juneuand may exer- 
cise with Indonesian naval units. The Indian force, consist- 
ing of two light cruisers and seven destroyer types, left 
Bombay on 24 May and presumably will be in Indonesian waters 
when the m'uch-publicized Dutch carrier group calls at Nether- 
lands New Guinea; (West Irian)‘. 

The Indian visit is in return for a good-will trip to Bombay 
in early May by three Indonesian warships and is an extension

_ 

of previous Indian plans to conduct exercises this summer with 
British and Malayan units in the Indian Ocean and in Malayan 
waters. Elements of the Indian task force will also pay calls 
to Singapore and Malaya. 

Exercises with non-Commonwealth forces are unusual for 
India. While the coincidence of the presence of Indian and Dutch 
naval units in Southeast Asian waters may be accidental, In- 
dia's decision to expand the scope of its summer exercises 
to include a visit to Indonesia and maneuvers with Indonesian 
ships probably represents as much aneffort to provide a 
calming influence as it does to extend support to a friendly 
nation. 

-While Djakarta has not yet commented on the projected 
Indian visit, it can be expected to play up the visit as a demon- 
stration of friendship and support by another Asian power 
against "Dutch imperialism." During the past month, Indonesia 
has approached Asian and Arab governments for assistance 
in denouncing and obstructing the Dutch plan to augment forces 
in Netherlands New Guinea and to send naval units on a flag- 
showing cruise in the Far East. Other than statements of 
sympathy and cooperation, India's decision is the first dem- 
onstration of su ort which has resulted from Indonesia's ef- we

. 
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Escape of Jailed Pro-~_*Communist Leaders in Laos 
t The escape of Prince Souphannouvong and[l5]other. 

jailed Neo Lao Hak Sat (NLHS) leaders in the early hours of 
24 May will give the Pathet Lao insurgency a strong boost, 
as well as constitute a serious loss of face for the Laotian 
Government. The government now is relieved of the need to 
carry out the long-deferred trial of these pro-Communist 
leaders, but this adva.ntage is outweighed by the danger of 
having them at large again and by the embarrassment the army must suffer over their escape from the supposedly 
heavily guarded prison in Vientiane. 

Souphannouvong and his party will probably try to reach 
the Pathet Lao command post, which is believed to be located 
somewhere in the Laos - North Vietnam border area. Be- 
cause of Soupham1ouvo:ng's considerable national prestige, his name will add wei ht to Pathet Lao directives and propaganda 
pronouncements. The Pathet Lao command structure. will 
also be strengthened by some of the other escapees, who are 
reported to be key members of the clandestine Communist 
imier core of the NLHil;_'] 

In the past few months, the Pathet Lao insurgents have 
de-emphasized military operations in favor of propaganda 
and subversive activities in the hope of influencing the recent 
national elections. With these elections now out of the way and with the likelihood that the new government to be formed 
shortly will be dominated by the militantly anti-Communist 
Committee for Defense of National Interests (CDNI the in- 
surgents may step up their guerril 

25 May 60 CENTADp'§Fov'§d1t§F |'=<'éE2;;T5o2%'/6'5/T§'563119254 Page 4
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Turkish Internal Situa;tion H , 

-1- 

LI‘he Turkish Governrnent 1s strictly enforcing this sweep- 
ing new martial law provisions imposed in Ankara on 22 May 
following repeated demonstrations during the preceding three 
days. All public meetings are outlawed, any person or house 
is subject to search without warrant, and censorship of all 
communications is in effect. Despite these moves, Turkish 
leaders are publicly displaying confidence that the worst dem- 
onstrations are over and that the security situation_will soon 
return to normal. The march by military cadets through 

- Ankara on 21 May is officially described as nonpolitical and 
a result of student resentment at recent disciplinary actions 
at the military academyj 

l:l?remier Menderes informed other officials on 22 May 
that the government has enough evidence to show that the 
opposition Republican People's party (RPP) has abandoned 
"normal democratic procedures" in its resort to violent 
demonstrations and other nondemocratic acts. Menderes 
said he intends to present this "evidence" to the Grand 
National Assembly and to the general. public. Suppression 
of opposition newspapers and government monopoly of the 
state radio will permit Menderes to ensure wide dissemi- 
nation of his "evidence.fl 

5 ‘J ifilfierenuce of opinion as to the army s ro e 
in the present political situation is widening between generals 
and senior c-olonels on one side, and junior colonels and lower 
grade officers on the other. While the junior officers general- 
ly support RPP leader llnonu, they are reported searching for 
another strong leader---possibly a retired general or some 
officer on active duty] 

Q [Qthere are sufficient forces in Ankara to accomplish a mi 1 ary coup--when and if the group 
decides to act. While dissatisfaction among the lower and 
middle ranks of Turkish officers has long been known to 
exist, this report, if true, indicates that the group is better 
organized than was previously recognized] 

. SEeRE¥ 
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Qruinea S,eeking_:plac_einents for eparting f‘re__i;1 Teachers 

Guineas ambassador in Moscow 

--Guinea has instituted a "crash" program to recruit by next 
fall about 300 teachers from wherever they can be obtained-mthe 
Soviet bloc included-~==according to Guinean Minister of Educa- 
tion Barry Diawandou, In a conversation on 20"May with the 
American ambassador in Conakry, the minister indicated that 
the urgency of the recruitment effort stemmed from a decision 
by some 180 of 215 French nationals now teaching in Guinea's 
schools to depart permanently after the current term. This ex-= 
odus can probably be attributed in part to the concern of French 
nationals in Guinea over the possible effects of the Touré regime's 
recent establishment of its own monetary system, In part it is 
also aby-product of the general tension and antagonism which have 
prevailed between Paris and Conakry since Guinea opted for in= 
dependence in 1958. Diawandou claimed that some of the teachers 
were leaving as a result of "pressure" from the French-Embassy, 

Asserting that Guinea did not want to be "wholly dependent 
on the bloc" in this field, the minister expressed the hope that the 
United States would be able to send some teachers and suggested 
40 as an appropriate number, These instructors apparently would 
be in addition to the 25 American secondaryc-school teachers the 
nonofficial African-American Institute has undertaken to recruit 
as part of a US-financed educational program. The minister sub- 
sequently transmitted a similar request to the British charge, 

Considerable evidence of Soviet interest in placing personnel 
in Guinea's educational system has accumulated over recent months.

1 

that month. . 

\ \ 

On 12 April, ten Soviet 
secondary--school instructors reportedly arrived in Guinea. In 
addition, Moscow agreed earlier this year to build and staff in 
Conakry a polyte.chnic institute for 1,500 students. This project, 
one of several being undertaken by the USSR under the $35,000,000 
credit extended to Guinea last August, is scheduled for completion 
by 1963- 
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1[ I I. THE WEST 

UAR Interference in Congo Affairs Strains Brussels- 
Cairo Relations ' A C ‘A 

The Belgian Government has threatened to recall its ambassa- 
dor from Cairo for consultation if the UAR continues to attack Bel- 
gium's Congo policy in its Voice of Africa radiobroadcasts. King 
Baudouin, who apparently had been personally assured by Egyptian 
officials that the attacks would be stopped, is. particularly concerned 
lest the broadcasts adversely affect developments in the Congo dur- 
ing these last few weeks prior to independence. 

Cairo's radiobroadcasts, while avoiding concentrated frontal 
attacks on Belgian policy in the Congo, have consistently included 
Belgium in the list of European "imperialist" powers in Africa, 
Both its Swahili-language broadcasts to _East Africa and its English 
programs directed at West Africa have been interlarded with crit- 
ical references to Brussels. Covertly, it has furnished funds and 
encouragement to numerous African nationalist leaders, including 
Congolese leader Patrice Lumumba, who received a $21,000 "gift" 
from Cairo early last year. 

Last fall, the Belgian Government offered to support the UAR 
in several international organizations and to expand cultural rela- 
tions if the UAR would agree to moderate Radio Cairo broadcasts 
heard in the Congo. Cairo, however, made no apparent effort to 
comply with the Belgian. suggestion, The UAR continues to be com- 
mitted to a strong line favoring nationalist movements throughout 
Africa and is unlikely to change its policy of "anti-imperialis " 
ro a anda with occasional references to the Belgian Congo. 
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